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Ideal rods and clocks are defined as an infinitesimal symmetry of the
spacetime. Since no a priori geometric structure is considered, all the
possible models of spacetime are obtained.
1 Introduction
The measure of length and time intervals addresses two fundamental questions.
The former accounts for measurement decription, i.e: are the coordinate systems
for the non{quantum spacetime theories also valid for quantum theories? The
answer should be armative, since the actual origin of the quantum non{locality
is founded in local processes ([1]). The second one is related to the nature of
these local processes. Locality means that the coordinate system, (U, ) =
(t, x1, x2, x3), assessed as a result of a measure procedure, is the unique physical
meaningful concept. Thus, it is not relevant the exact method employed by the
observer O, s 7! −1(s, 0, 0, 0), for obtaining those coordinates. Elastic rods
and non-periodic clocks could be used as proper instruments for measuring the
length and time intervals. How exactly do these instruments dier from ideal
rods and clocks? Instruments can be compared between them as follows: two
observers, O and ~O, measure at p using the same unit of time, if the ~O time,
measured using the O clock, goes by as the O time, observed by the ~O clock
(i.e.: if ∂ t ~tjp = ∂ t˜ tjp); similar reasons can be argued for units of length, using
spatial coordinates (i.e.: O and ~O, measure at p using the same unit of length,
if ∂xj ~xijp = ∂ x˜ixj jp, 8i, j 2 f1, 2, 3g). This suggests that two observers are
compatible with a fundamental system of units at p (or simply, compatible), if
and only if, its temporal and spatial crossed derivatives coincide. This denition
of fundamental units is the central point of this work (Section 2). As a direct
consequence, we obtain (Section 3 and Section 4) all the possible models of
spacetime, detailed as follows:
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 First Model: A structure depending on a parameter c 2 [0,1], the latter
being interpreted as the supremum of relative speeds, usually called the
speed of light. This structure is:
1. A Lorentzian scalar product when c 2 (0,1). So, if this structure is
maintained at every point p, then a Lorentz metric on all the manifold
is obtained.
2. A non-null linear form (up to a sign) and a Euclidean scalar product
on its kernel, when c = 1. Therefore, if this occurs at every point
c  1, then a Leibnizian structure is obtained. This structure (a
non-vanishing 1-form Ω and a Riemannian metric in its kernel) is a
generalization of the Newtonian classic, because the curvature of the
Riemannian bundle is arbitrary, and only when Ω is closed, the term
\synchronizability" will be properly employed.
3. A non-null vector (up to a sign) and a Euclidean scalar product on
its kernel in dual space, when c = 0. So, an anti-Leibnizian structure
is obtained if c  0. This case is mathematically analogous to the
previous one, although physically it is completely dierent: all the
standard observers are at relative rest, however, they can measure
dierent temporal coordinates.
 Second Model: A Euclidean product, also depending on a parameter
k > 0. Thus, if this holds at every point, then a Riemannian metric (and
a positive function) is obtained over all the manifold.
 Third Model: A residual case consisting essentially of a set of at most four
Euclidean products. If this holds at every point, then a set of at most four
Riemannian metrics (which may coincide in some subsets), depending on
positive parameters, is obtained.
In the frame of the rst model, there is nothing impeding c (and the corre-
sponding mathematical structures) a smooth variation from a point to another
one within [0,1]. The possibility of this \variation of speed of light" has
been studied recently by some authors (see [12] and references therein), and
our postulates can be compared with the axioms or prescriptions in these ref-
erences (for example, [12]{Section III; recall that ours apply directly to the
fundamental step of \possibility of agreement between observers"). Moreover,
rst and second (or even rst, second and third) models can co-exist. Essen-
tially, putting k = −c2 in rst model, k varies smoothly in the circumpherence
R [ fωg (ω = 1), obtaining a signature-changing metric over all the mani-
fold (Lorentzian in an open subset, Riemannian in another open subset, being
both regions separated by connected closed subsets, with k 2 f0, ωg constant
in each one). Therefore, a manifold endowed with such a signature-changing
metric (and perhaps with some splittings in the Riemannian part to cover the
residual case) is the more general possible model of spacetime. Additionally, the
Leibnizian or anti-Leibnizian structures on the degenerate parts as well as func-
tion k over all the manifold (with possible splittings in the Riemannian parts)
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are obtained. In the last decade, considerable interest has been focused on the
signature-changing metrics proposed by Hartle and Hawking ([6]) to solve quan-
tum problems ([2, 4, 5, 7]). In this context, the current paper try to be a new
point of view. We obtain two types of degenerations of the metric: the \usual"
degeneration with a kernel spanned by a vector, and the \dual" degeneration,
formulated in dual space. Furthermore, new structures are obtained over those
degenerated regions, in which the authomorphism group dimension is constant
over the manifold. Finally, it should be also pointed out that the parameter
k is either determined unequivocally over the manifold, or can be arbitrarily
chosen at all points. In the latter, a local 3 + 1 product structure is obtained.
This degenerated structure is the space and time classical model for which all
observers have an absolute velocity.
2 Fundamental units of length and time: stan-
dard observers
In this section, postulates dening the fundamental units are listed. As men-
tioned above, they are based on the spacetime innitesimal structure.
P1 (Measurements and observers) Spacetime is a dierentiable
4{manifold, M , where each measurement is represented by a coordi-
nate system (U, ) = (t, x1, x2, x3). The curve O, s 7! −1(s, 0, 0, 0),
is the observer responsible for the measurement (U, ), the rst co-
ordinate t is the temporal coordinate and the other three (x1, x2, x3)
are the spatial coordinates.
Discussion 1: The observers parametrize events in a neighborhood around a
point. The specic procedure used to obtain this parametrization is not relevant.
According to P1, no geometric structure is assumed. However, the manifold
M can be assumed, as usual, Hausdor, connected and satisfying the second
axiom of numerability (even though, this axiom is deduced for many interesting
cases, for example, when the manifold admits a non-degenerate metric [11, 8]).
Differentiability means C1, even though there is no problem for accepting C2
or even C1. If O passes through q 2 U , the tangent vector ∂tjq (resp. ∂xi jq)
is the instantaneous temporal unit or, simply, temporal unit (resp. i–th spatial
unit i 2 f1, 2, 3g) of the observer O at q. The temporal axis (resp. i–th spatial
axis) is the subspace of tangent space at q, TqM , spanned by the temporal unit
(resp. i{th spatial unit). The three spatial axes span the observer’s space at rest
h∂x1 jq, ∂x2 jq, ∂x3 jqi. The linear form dtjq will be his clock. The following relation
of equivalence is established into the set of all the measurements around p 2M .
Fixed p, two measurements, (U1, 1) and (U2, 2), are considered to be related,
if and only if, the observers O1 and O2 pass through p with identical temporal
and spatial units (i.e.: if and only if they induce identical ordered base B of
TpM). The corresponding equivalence classes are the instantaneous observers
at p (or simply, observers at p). This way, each observer at p comes from a class
of local measurements around p.
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P2 (Standard observers) For each p 2 M there exists a (non-
empty) set, Sp, of distinguished observers at p, compatible with a
fundamental system of units at p (or simply, compatible). This means
that 8O, ~O 2 Sp, with O  (U, ) = (t, x1, x2, x3) and ~O  ( ~U, ~) =
(~t, ~x1, ~x2, ~x3):
∂ t ~tjp = ∂ t˜ tjp and ∂xj ~xijp = ∂ x˜ixj jp, 8i, j 2 f1, 2, 3g.
Such observers will be called standard observers.
Discussion 2: According to P2, it is possible to choose experimentally a set
of observers verifying the previous symmetry conditions between their partial
derivatives. However, P2 does not inform about the specic experimental se-
lecting method. Symmetry conditions at p, only mean that:
1. The ~O time, measured with the O clock, goes by as the O time, observed
by the ~O clock (O and ~O, measure at p using the same unit of time).
2. For all i, j 2 f1, 2, 3g, the i{th spatial unit of ~O, measured with the j{th
rod of O, is identical to the j{th spatial unit of O, observed with the i{th
rod of ~O (O and ~O, measure at p using the same unit of length).
Note that when the spaces at rest of O and ~O coincide, (2) is equivalent to
something which is very familiar: if one takes the Euclidean metric for which
the spatial units of O form an orthonormal base, then the spatial units of ~O
also form an orthonormal base. And when do not coincide, the extrapolation
of this interpretation would oblige the substitution of the spatial units of ~O by
its projection onto the space at rest of O (in the direction of the O temporal
axis); we do not even impose on this projection the restriction to yield linearly
independent vectors, we only assume that the symmetry holds. At rst, Sp will
be determined by an experimental method and, therefore, there is no reason
for Sp to have a structure \a priori"; so, following [3], [13], the existence of a
priviliged reference system or, say, the niteness of Sp, is admissible. However,
we can use maximal sets of observers at p, Sαp (Sp  Sαp ), compatible in the
sense of P2. If Sp = \αSαp , then Sp is unequivocally determined by Sp. As we
will see, if P2 holds then Sp does have a dierentiable structure, which motivates
our next postulate. On the other hand, physically, all the elements of Sp seem
just as acceptable as those of Sp. That is why, if it were necessary, we can
consider Sp = Sp . In what follows, we call the elements of either of these two
sets standard observers without distinction.
P3 (Differentiability) The transition between the collections of
standard observers at dierent points of the manifold is dierentiable
in the most natural sense possible.
Discussion 3: Let LpM be the collection of all the (ordered) bases (or linear
references) at TpM , and let LM be the ber bundle of the bases on M . It is well-
known that LpM and LM admit canonical structures of dierentiable manifolds
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and, clearly, the collection of standard observers Sp is a subset of LpM . P3 is
used in a standard way in the following sense. If (one shows that, necessarily)
Sp is an embedded submanifold of LpM , 8p 2M , then the collection of all the
standard observers at every point S = [p2MSp is a (necessarily embedded)
submanifold of LM . We use P3 in the above precise sense and also in a similar
way (sometimes even less restrictively) when we discuss what we call the residual
cases (see also the Remark at the end of Section 3).
3 Structures induced in the tangent space by
standard observers
Let us introduce the following notation. For any two observers at p 2 M ,
O, ~O, let M(Id, O  ~O) be the change of base matrix from ~O to O; that is, if
M(Id, O ~O) is multiplied to the right by the column-coordinates of a vector
v 2 TpM in the basis ~O, we obtain the column-coordinates of v in O. Each






where we dene, ah = ( a01 a02 a03 ), av = ( a10 a20 a30 ) and:
Aˆ =





Moreover, k  k will denote the Euclidean canonical norm of R3, O(n,R) the
orthogonal group of order n, and f1gO(3,R), the subgroup of O(4,R) which
is equal to the product of f−1, 1g and O(3,R) (A 2 f1gO(3,R) if and only
if a200 = 1, ah = 0 = av and Aˆ 2 O(3,R)). The following two lemmas collect
the algebraic properties of the matrixes which can be deduced directly from P2.
Lemma 3.1. Let Sp be a compatible set at a point p 2 M and let O, ~O 2 Sp,
be with A = M(Id, O  ~O). Then:
1. For a˜h = ( ~a01 ~a02 ~a03 ) , a˜v = ( ~a10 ~a20 ~a30 ) 2 R3:







(i) ah 6= 0 (resp. av 6= 0) if and only if a˜h 6= 0 (resp. a˜v 6= 0).
(ii) if a00 6= 0, then det2A = 1; if a00 = 0 then ah 6= 0 6= av and
rank Aˆ = 2.
2. Assume that ah 6= 0, then there exist two ~k, k 2 R such that:
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(i) av = k a˜h and a˜v = ~k ah, with:
k ka˜hk2 = 1− a200 = ~k kahk2. (2)
(ii) k = ~k det2A. Moreover, ~k 6= k if and only if det2A 6= 1; in this case,
~k and k are positive.
Proof: First, (1) is just to apply the denition of compatibility for O, ~O. On the
other hand, the product of matrixes by boxes AA−1 = I4 = A−1 A implies the
relations:
ah ta˜v = 1− a200 = a˜h tav (3)
a00 a˜h + ah tAˆ = 0 = a00 ah + a˜h Aˆ (4)
a00 av + a˜v tAˆ = 0 = a00 a˜v + av Aˆ (5)
tav a˜h + Aˆ tAˆ = I3 = ta˜v ah + tAˆ Aˆ. (6)
Clearly, 1(i) is immediate from (3),(4) and (5). For the rst implication 1(ii),







therefore, a00 6= 0 ) det Aˆ (= det tAˆ) 6= 0, and the result is straightforward
applying (7) again. The second is obvious from (3), (7) and the regularity of A.
For 2(i), recall rst that equation (2) is a consequence of the two rst equalities
in 2(i) and of (3); so, we just have to prove these equalities 2(i). From (6):
tav a˜h = I3 − Aˆ tAˆ = t(I3 − Aˆ tAˆ) = ta˜h av,
that is, the decomposable matrix tav a˜h is symmetric. Thus, the vectors fav, a˜hg
are linearly dependent, and the rst equality in 2(i) is obtained (the second one
is deduced analogously). For the rst assertion in the case 2(ii), using again the
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This last equality (with (2) and 1(ii) for the case k = 0 = ~k) ends the proof.
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/The relation between the timelike units of O and ~O is given by:
∂tjp − a00 ∂t˜jp =
3∑
i=1
~ai0 ∂x˜i jp and ∂t˜jp − a00 ∂tjp =
3∑
j=1
aj0 ∂xi jp ,
so, the timelike unit of O lies in the local rest space of ~O (with coordinates a˜v),
if and only if a00 = 0; in this case, the timelike unit of ~O also lies in the local rest
space of O (with coordinates av). On the other hand, when a third compatible
observer is taken into account, the corresponding k, ~k must be related.
Lemma 3.2. Fixed p 2 M , let O(α), O(β) and ~O be three observers in a
compatible set Sp, and put A = M(Id, O(α)  ~O), B = M(Id, O(β)  ~O).
Then:
ah tb˜v = bh ta˜v and ta˜h bv = tav b˜h. (8)
Thus, if there are kα, ~kα, kβ , ~kβ 2 R, such that:
av = kα a˜h, a˜v = ~kα ah,bv = kβ b˜h and b˜v = ~kβ bh,
necessarily:
~kβ ah tbh = ~kα bh tah and kβ ta˜h b˜h = kα ta˜h b˜h.
Therefore:
ah tbh(= bh tah) 6= 0) ~kβ = ~kα and ah 6= 0 6= bh ) kβ = kα. (9)
Proof: Putting C = M(Id, O(β)  O(α)), all the assertions are proven just
taking into account the product of matrixes by boxes B A−1 = C and C−1 =
AB−1. In fact, on one hand:
bh ta˜v = c00 − a00 b00 = ah tb˜v,
and on the other:
tav b˜h = tCˆ− Aˆ tBˆ = t(Cˆ− Bˆ tAˆ) = t(tbva˜h) = ta˜h bv,
as required.
/
Next, we will consider the relation of equivalence in any compatible set Sp given
by:
O  ~O , det2M(Id, O  ~O) = 1.
A class of equivalence Cp of the quotient set Sp/  is called proper, if:
9O0, ~O0 2 Cp : M(Id, O0  ~O0) 62 f1g O(3,R)
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, 8k 2 R,
be and let S1 be the circumpherence obtained by identifying the two extremes
1 in the set of the extended real numbers R = [−1, +1] to an only point




3 A = I
(k)
3 (10)
or, equivalently, if AI(1/k)3
tA = I(1/k)3 . Taking into account that in this case
det2A = 1, this denition can be extended in a natural way to the cases k = 0, ω.
That is, given A 2 Gl(4,R), A is 0-congruent, if:
tAI
(0)
3 A = I
(0)
3 and det
2A = 1, (11)




tA = I(0)3 and det
2A = 1.
At last, we dene for each k 2 S1:
O(k)(4,R) = fA 2 Gl(4,R) / A is k-congruentg,
which is a subgroup of Gl(4,R). From these denitions, from Lemma 3.1 and
from (3), it is straightforward to check that A = M(Id, O  ~O) is k-congruent
k 2 R, if and only if, av = k a˜h and a˜v = k ah; and A is ω-congruent if and only
if ah = 0. On the other hand, two observers O, ~O 2 Sp are said incongruent,
if det2M(Id, O  ~O) 6= 1. Obviously, if A 2 Gl(4,R) is the change of base
matrix between two incongruent observers (ah 6= 0, av = k a˜h, a˜v = ~k ah and
0 < ~k 6= k > 0) then A2 is not the change of base matrix between any pair
of standard observers (otherwise, from ~k tah a˜h + tAˆ2 = t(k ta˜h ah + Aˆ2) we
would obtain ~k = k).
Lemma 3.3. For any compatible set Sp:
1. If all the elements of Sp are congruent then either M(Id, O  ~O) 2
f1g  O(3,R), 8O, ~O 2 Sp or there exists a unique k 2 S1 such that
A = M(Id, O  ~O) 2 O(k)(4,R), 8O, ~O 2 Sp.
2. If Sp contains incongruent observers then each ~O 2 Sp xes a unique
k 2 R, which must be positive, such that 8O 2 Sp, if A = M(Id, O  ~O)
then av = k a˜h; in particular, av = 0 , ah = 0 , A 2 f1g  O(3,R).
As a consequence: if ~O1, ~O2 determine k1, k2 > 0 then ~O2  ~O1 , k2 =
k1 ,M(Id, ~O1  ~O2) 2 O(k)(4,R), for k = k2 = k1.
Proof: Assume rst that there are no incongruent observers. If, in addition,
M(Id, O  ~O) 2 O(ω)(4,R), 8O, ~O 2 Sp and we assume that one of these
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matrixes C is congruent for some other k 2 R, we deduce from formulas (10)






















Thus cv = 0 = c˜v, that is, all these matrixes are elements of f1g  O(3,R).
Otherwise, k = ω is univocally determined. On the other hand, if at least two
standard observers O(0), ~O(0) 2 Sp have ah 6= 0 for A = M(Id, O(0)  ~O(0)),
then there exist an unique k 2 R such that av = k a˜h and a˜v = k ah. Given
a new observer O 2 Sp and dened B = M(Id, O  ~O(0)), then necessarily
bv = k a˜h (this happens both, when bh = 0, by applying (8) to O(0), O, ~O(0),
in order to obtain that also bv = 0; and when bh 6= 0 by applying (9)). That
is, B is congruent for the same k above. As this is also true for any other
~O 2 Sp, then M(Id, O  ~O) 2 O(k)(4,R), 8O, ~O 2 Sp. Assume now that
Sp contains incongruent observers. If ~O 2 Sp then there exists O^ 2 Sp, with
B = M(Id, O^  ~O) and det2B 6= 1. As O^ and ~O are incongruent, bh 6= 0
and there exist a unique real number k > 0 satisfying bv = k b˜h (1(ii) and 2 of
Lemma 3.1). Given any other O 2 Sp, the matrix A = M(Id, O  ~O) satises
equally that av = k a˜h (this happens both, when ah = 0, by applying (8) to
O, O^, ~O, in order to deduce that also av = 0 |which happens if and only if
A 2 f1gO(3,R)|; and when ah 6= 0, by applying (9)). Finally, from 2(ii) of
Lemma 3.1, we also have O 2 [ ~O], det2A = 1, a˜v = k ah , A 2 O(k)(4,R).
/
Obviously, if a compatible set contains incongruent observers then it has two or
more classes of equivalence; in this case, we have the following.
Lemma 3.4. Let [O(i)], [O(j)] be two distinct classes of equivalence in a compat-
ible set Sp. Then, the corresponding ki, kj > 0 are distinct. As a consequence,
xed ~O 2 Sp and dened A(i) = M(Id, O(i)  ~O), A(j) = M(Id, O(j)  ~O), we
have that ah(i) tah(j) = 0.
Proof: The rst assertion is a straightforward consequence of 2(ii) in Lemma
3.1; in fact, recall that if A = M(Id, O(j)  O(i)) then av = ki a˜h, a˜v = kj ah,
and O(i), O(j) are incongruent (0 < kj 6= ki > 0). On the other hand,
a˜(i)v = ki ah(i) and a˜
(j)
v = kj ah(j); so, (9) implies the last assertion (otherwise,
if ah(i) tah(j) 6= 0, then kj = ki).
/
Clearly, if Cp is a class of equivalence of a compatible set Sp, O, O0 2 Cp and
~O 2 SpnCp, with A = M(Id, O  ~O), B = M(Id, O0  ~O) and C = M(Id, O  
O0), then:
fah,bhg is linearly independent , ch 6= 0. (12)
In fact: b00 = 0 = a00, bh 6= 0 6= ah, 0 = bh tBˆ and ch = ah tBˆ (recall that
from Lemma 3.1, b00 = 0 ) rank Bˆ = 2). So, we can determine exactly what
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happens when there are incongruent observers.
Proposition 3.1. If Sp contains incongruent observers then Sp/  has two,
three or four classes C(1)p , C(2)p , . . . , C(N)p , and there are no more than 4 − N
proper classes. Moreover, each one of these N classes determines a positive real
number k1, k2, . . . , kN in such a way that if O 2 C(i)p and ~O 2 C(j)p :
tM(Id, O  ~O) I(ki)3 M(Id, O  ~O) = I(kj)3 ,
where kj = ki if and only if C(j)p = C(i)p .
Proof: Fixed a class [ ~O], the relations of orthogonality ah(i) tah(j) = 0 in Lemma
3.4 imply that there are at most other three distinct classes [O(1)], [O(2)] and
[O(3)]. Moreover, if Sp/  contains efectively four classes of equivalence then
all of them are improper. In fact: if O 2 [ ~O] with A = M(Id, O  ~O), then
from the mentioned relations ah tah(j) = 0, 8j 2 f1, 2, 3g; thus ah = 0 and
A 2 f1gO(3,R) (2 in Lemma 3.3). Now, assume that SpnCp contains three
elements. Then SpnCp may have either three improper classes or at least a
proper class. In this last case, let O(1), ~O(1) be two related standard observers,
with M(Id, O(1)  ~O(1)) = C and ch 6= 0. It is clear that none of the remain-
ing classes [O(2)] and [O(3)], can be proper (by a reasoning as in the previous
case and (12)). Finally, if Sp/  has just two elements then the relations of
orthogonality do not forbid the existence of two proper classes. The remainder
is straightforward.
/
As a summary, of this last proposition and 1 in Lemma 2.3, the following com-
plete clasication of the sets of compatible observers can be given.
Theorem 3.1. Any compatible set Sp, satises one and only one of the follow-
ing assertions:
1. (Regular case) There exists a unique k 2 S1 such that: M(Id, ~O  O) 2
O(k)(4,R), 8O, ~O 2 Sp.
2. (Degenerate case) M(Id, O  ~O) 2 f1g  O(3,R) (or equally, M(Id,
O  ~O) is k-congruent, 8k 2 S1), 8O, ~O 2 Sp.
3. (Residual case) Sp contains incongruent observers. In this case Sp/  has
two, three or four classes C(1)p , C(2)p , . . . , C(N)p , and no more than 4 − N
proper classes. Moreover, each one of this N classes determines a unique
positive real number k1, k2, . . . , kN such that if O, ~O 2 C(i)p then O and ~O
are ki-congruent.
Remark 3.1.: The possible existence of two incongruent observers in Sp when
there are no incongruent observers in Sp makes natural to redene the subset
Sp (recall that P3 will be applied to S

p). The point is as follows. Assume that
Sp is equal to a unique proper class with a certain associated k (thus Sp lies
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in the regular case). Recall that Sp was dened as the intersection of all the
sets of compatible observers containing Sp, so, if k is not a positive real number
clearly Sp is the set of all the observers which are k−congruent with those in
Sp. But if k > 0 the following possibility also may appear: among the maximal
sets of compatible observers containing Sp, there exist a set which contains
incongruent observers (and, so, this set does not contain all the observers which
are k−congruent with those in Sp). In spite of this, it is completely natural
to assume (as we will do in the remainder) that in this case Sp is the set of
all the k−congruent observers. Summing up: if Sp is equal to just one proper
class with an associated k > 0, we redene Sp as the set of all the k-congruent
observers containing Sp.
4 Mathematical models of spacetimes
Theorem 3.1 combined with P3 permits the assignation of geometrical struc-
tures on the whole manifold, naturally associated to standard observers. First
of all, it should be noted that if no residual points exist, the dierentiability
prohibits the simultaneous existence of two points p, q 2 M , the rst one in
the regular case and the second in the degenerate case. In fact, otherwise Sp
would be dieomorphic to six-dimensional O(k)(4,R) for some k 2 S1, and Sq
would be dieomorphic to three-dimensional f1gO(3,R); but these dimen-
sions must vary continuously if S is a submanifold. This justies the reason
for dividing our study into the following three cases.
All the points are regular. Taking the value of k(p) at each point one ob-
tains a dierentiable function k : M ! S1 or scale function. We consider
the open subsets U+ = k−1(0,1), U− = k−1(−1, 0) and the closed ones
U0 = k−1(0), Uω = k−1(ω). At each point p of U−, the k(p)-congruence permits
the construction of a Lorentzian scalar product gp by means of:
gp(e0, e0) = k(p), gp(ei, ej) = δij and gp(e0, ei) = 0, 8i, j 2 f1, 2, 3g, (13)
where Bp = (e0, e1, e2, e3) is any base of TpM induced by a standar observer
at p. On varying p at U−, one constructs a Lorentzian metric g on this
open subset. Given a change of base matrix between two standard obsevers
A = M(Id, O  ~O), av/a00 is the relative velocity of ~O in respect to O (see
Section 5.2). From this we deduce that c(p) :=
√−k(p) is the supremum of the
relative speeds between standard observers at Sp or speed of light. Note that
the standard observers at each point p are not exactly the orthonormal bases
for gp; to obtain these it is necessary to re-scale each temporal unit e0 dividing
it by c(p). This, subsequently, could appear to be a not very natural distinction
and one could possibly suppose that c  1; however, the possibility obtained
for function k enables one to understand how the transition to other mathe-
matical structures out of U− is carried out, and give import to the question of
whether the speed of light is constant at dierent points (see Section 5.4; also
compare with the \absolute time function" which appears in the cited references
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on signature changing metrics, e. g., [7]{Section 2). In open subset U+, the rela-
tions (13) allow the denition of a metric again, even though this metric is now
Riemannian. Note that such possibility was totally predictable from P2 (inde-
pendent symmetries between temporal and spatial coordinates does not exclude
the possibility that symmetries between all the coordinates also exist |which,
at least when k = 1, occurs at U+). At each point of closed subset Uω, the
rst element Ωp of the dual of each standard observer is determined unequiv-
ocally, except the sign, and in cotangent space one can assign a degenerated
metric whose radical is spanned by Ωp. In consequence, at each space at rest
h∂x1 jp, ∂x2 jp, ∂x3 jpi = Kernel (Ωp) a scalar Euclidean product hp is induced. In
the interior points of Uω the spaces at rest form a Riemannian vector bundle
(subbundle of tangent space) RM . Furthermore, ignoring, as usual, the ques-
tion that sign of Ωp is not well dened (that is to say, considering the problem
locally, or taking an appropiate covering of two sheets, and xing, at some point
p, the sign of Ωp or temporal orientation), the linear 1-forms Ωp unite making a
non-vanishing dierentiable 1-form. It is natural to call this 1-form the absolute
clock, and only when this 1-form is exact, Ω = dt, will we call function t absolute
time, which is dened unequivocally, except a constant (see Section 5.3). Both
elements, Riemannian ber bundle RM and 1-form Ω are still well dened even
on the frontier points of Uω (at these points their dierentiability is well dened
thanks to the dierentiability of S). Note that at each point of Uω the relative
speeds are not bounded, therefore, its supremum is c = 1. We call the pair
(Ω, h) formed by a non-vanishing one form Ω and a Riemannian metric h on the
kernel subbundle of Ω Leibnizian structure, and we call RM := (Kernel (Ω), h)
the bundle of spaces at rest. As was mentioned in Section 2, the Leibnizian
structures are natural generalizations of those which are usually assumed for
Newtonian spacetimes. The structures for the closed subset U0 are dual to the
previous ones. More specically, the temporal units of all the standard ob-
servers at p coincide (except the sign, once again) allowing the denition of a
dierentiable vector eld Z or ether field. Moreover, the spatial units permit
the denition of a positive semidenite metric g on M , whose radical is spanned
by Z (or, equivalently, a Riemannian metric h on the kernel subbundle of Z in
cotangent space). Note that now all the relative velocitites between standard
observers are null (c = 0), that is, the ether eld (which has the same coordi-
nates for all standard observers) allows standard observers to measure absolute
velocities (velocities in respect to ether eld). We call the pair (Z, g) formed by
a non-vanishing vector eld Z on M and a positive semidenite metric g, whose
radical is spanned by Z, an anti-Leibnizian structure. Although this structure
is completely analogous mathematically to the Leibnizian one, it may sound
strange from a Physics point of view. Nevertheless, it presents two interesting
characteristics. First, the anti{Leibnizian structure is the more general and sim-
ple mathematical model which allows one to speak of absolute velocities, whi
ch, historically, appear to have been required by Physics. The second, when
one works with signature changing spacetimes one supposes that the transition
between the Riemannian and Lorentzian parts is carried out using a metric on
all the manifold which degenerates at a hypersurface. But it is natural to think
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that the group of automorphisms of the mathematical structures assigned to
each point of spacetime has to vary in a continuous way, thus one must add an
additional mathematical structure on this hypersurface. This additional struc-
ture yields an anti-Leibnizian structure, naturally1.
All points are degenerate. The standard observers now determine a natural
division of tangent bundle into two subbundles TM = Tem(M)  Sp(M), the
rst one Tem(M) is spanned by timelike units, the second one Sp(M) is equal
to the set of all spaces at rest. Moreover, at each subbundle we also have: a
Riemannian metric (even though in the rst subbundle the metric can also be
taken as negative denite, in order to induce a Lorentzian metric on all TM), an
ether eld Z, which spans Tem(M), and an absolute clock 1-form Ω, whose an-
ullator is Sp(M); Z and Ω are dened again up to sign, and satisfy jΩ(Z)j = 1.
Of course, this mathematical model, with the additional hypothesis that the
absolute clock Ω comes from an absolute time t, is (locally) the model of space-
time better adapted to the ideas of the physicists of last century, who tried to
make compatible Newtonian Kinematics and Maxwell equations.
There are residual points. The existence of two or more distinct classes of equiv-
alence in a compatible set implies that the transformations among the standard
observers do not have a group structure (see the comment before Lemma 3.3).
Nevertheless these points, roughly speaking, can be studied as if they were regu-
lar, but taking into account that, even though there are standard observers with
transformations not in f1g O(3,R), they are so few that a unique Rieman-
nian metric cannot be xed. To check it, assume rst that, at any residual point
p, there exists a unique proper class Cp with associated k > 0. This class de-
termines a Euclidean scalar product at TpM ; thus, the set Cp containing all the
observers which are k-congruent with those in Cp (even though not necessarily
with all in Sp) determines a submanifold embedded in LpM and dieomorphic
to O(k)(n,R). Taking into account that in the regular case Cp = Sp, Cp = Sp ,
it is natural to extend P3 in the sense that the union C of all Cp , p 2 M is
a submanifold of LM , that is, the Euclidean products associated to the proper
class unite dierentiably to make a Riemannian metric. So, we can always con-
sider the proper class, and this case can be regarded a special case of the regular
one (in particular, this prohibits the simultaneous existence of this case and the
degenerate case on the manifold).
Example 4.1. Consider at each p 2 R4 the observers O(0), determined
by the usual base at p and O(i), i = 1, 2, 3 determinated by the matrixes
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1On the other hand, as we pointed out in the Introduction, this transition could be done
taking the 2-contravariant tensors associated to the Riemannian and Lorentzian metrics, and
















where k(p) > 0. For any k(p) the four observers form a compatible set Sp and,
at the points where k(p) = 1, all of them are orthonormal bases for the usual
metric of R4. Nevertheless, at the points where k(p) 6= 1 observer O(3) is not
orthonormal (he has a bad normalization \in his spatial coordinates"), and the
unique proper class is Cp = fO(0), O(1), O(2)g. Note that the value of k assigned
by Lemma 3.1 to the proper class is 1, and to [O(3)] is k(p). Of course, in
this example proper class always determines the usual metric of R4, and [O(3)]
determines other Riemannian metric which will be neglected. If the frontier of
the points where k(p) = 1 is not empty, there is a sudden change in Sp at this
frontier; rigourosly, this is incompatible with our mathematical formulation of
P3, even though it may be admissible because of the smooth variation of C.
/
The possibility shown in this example is general whenever a Riemannian met-
ric is considered: it is possible to choose orthonormal basis (with an arbitrary
normalization of the rst vector) as standard observers at some points, but it
is also possible, at other points, to choose some orthonormal bases with other
observers, associated to non-orthonormal bases, but satisfying P2. This fact is
a consequence of the additional symmetries among temporal and spatial coor-
dinates in the Riemannian case; thus, it has no analog in the other cases, and
it seems to have no interest neither from Physics nor from Mathematics point
of view. Finally, assume that p is a residual point and there are either none or
more than one (necessarily two) proper classes. Now there is no way to choose
a privileged class, except if we take into account the values of k determined by
each class 0 < k1(p) <    < kN (p). An example of this situation occurs when,
in the previous one, we take Sp = fO(0), O(3)g: it is as natural to choose the
Riemannian metric for which O(0) is an orthonormal base, as to choose the one
such that so is O(3). There are two behaviors of k(p) in this example which are
the more general \exotic" behaviors in our case. The rst one, analogous to
a case already pointed out, is that at some points (but not at all point) k(p)
is equal to 1. We have two possibilities: (i) to admit this case, looking at the
corresponding frontier points as a place where the Riemannan metric splits or
(ii) to reject it, applying strictly our precise mathematical formulation of P2.
The second behavior is that function k(p) (and observer O(3)) is dened just
on an open proper subset U  M, U 6= M (being or not extendible out of U);
in principle, it may happen even in such a way that all is compatible with our
mathematical formalisation of P3. Again, we have to possibilities: (i) to admit
this case; thus, there exists a second Riemannian metric on U , or (ii) to reject
it, by choosing a more restrictive formalisation of P3 (because there is a too
sudden change at the border of U). In general, according to the mathemat-
ical formalisation of P3 we have the following possibilities. Under the more
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restrictive one, if there exists a residual point p 2 M with N  4 classes of
equivalence, then all the points are residual with N classes, and these classes
determine N diferentiable functions 0 < k1 <    < kN and N Riemannian
metrics g1, . . . , gN on all M . Under the less restrictive formalisation, the exis-
tence of residual points is compatible with the existence of regular points (but
never with degenerate points). Thus, as in the regular case, we can consider
the closed subsets U0, Uω, and the open subsets U−, U+ = MnfU0 [ Uω [ U−g.
The only dierence with the regular case is that, now, at each point p of U+ we
can have N(p)  4 Riemannian metrics, with associated functions k1, . . . , kN(p),
the number of metrics may vary from one point to another, and it is possible
that a Riemannian metric splits in a point; however, this happens dierentiably
and, eventually, the Riemannian metrics are connected to the Leibnizian and
anti-Leibnizian structures in a dierentiable natural way. (Our choice of the
formalisation of P3 {the simplest from a purely mathematical point of view{
is as the last one, but the possibility of a splitting of the metric at a point is
excluded.)
5 Final Remarks
In principle, all conclusions included in Theorem 3.1 are equally valid and it
is not the main aim of the current paper to select the best spacetime model.
Indeed, time and lenght measurements could be not useful for choosing the best
one. However, it is interesting to point out the following aspects, which may
suggest additional \optional" postulates (these postulates would be independent
or not essential to measure):
1. Let be O1, O2 2 Sp two standard observers and determine a new observer
O3 by means of:
M(Id, O3  O2) = M(Id, O2  O1).
Transitivity holds if, necessarily O3 2 Sp (i. e.: if the role of standard
observer O2 is interchangeable to the role of O1). It is clear that all
the non-residual cases in Theorem 3.1 satisfy transitivity. This feature
is equivalent to saying that if A is a base changing matrix between two
standard observers, A2 must be necessarily another one; thus, no residual
case in Theorem 3.1 can hold. This yields a considerable simplication
of the mathematical structure of Sp and S
. In summary: as a conse-
quence of transitivity, Sp is not included in any residual case; so, it is a
dierentiable manifold where either one of the groups O(k)(4,R), k 2 S1
or f1gO(3,R) acts free and transitively. Recall that a group structure
for transformations between observers has been assumed traditionally (for
example, axiom (4) in [12]). But, under our approach, this structure is
a consequence of more basic fundamentals. In addition, it is not dicult
to check that transitivity implies the equality det2A = 1. Nevertheless,
this a priori weaker condition (conservation of the volume) is a posteriori
equivalent to transitivity.
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2. Till now, the only dierence between space and time is the fact that,
crossed derivatives between temporal coordinates and spatial coordinates
are independently calculated (see P2). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to
assume temporality; i. e.: the timelike coordinates of any two standard
observers O, ~O 2 Sp satisfy ∂ t ~tjp 6= 0 2. This feature also admits the fol-
lowing interpretation. For each standard observer O, taking coordinates
(U, ), the dierentiable curve, s 7! −1(s, 0, 0, 0) is the observer trajec-
tory into the spacetime, which is parameterized by its own time. Given
a second standard observer ~O, the relative trajectory of ~O measured by
O is the curve reparameterization ~s 7! ~−1(~s, 0, 0, 0) using the temporal
coordinate of O. This reparameterization is dierentiable (at least in a
neighborhood of 0) if and only if, temporality holds. It is interesting to
emphasize that if this feature holds, then a00 6= 0 for every M(Id, O  ~O),
O, ~O 2 Sp . Thus, not only the residual cases but also the Riemannian case
are excluded. Consequently, temporality is more restrictive than transi-
tivity. Nevertheless, the variation of c 2 [0,1] is allowed and so, the
corresponding mathematical structures (at each point of spacetime) are
also permitted. Additionally, for each matrix M(Id, O  ~O), the quo-
tient av/a00 corresponds to the velocity of ~O observed from O. Thus, the
previously commented characterization of c, as supremum of the relative
velocities for standard observers, becomes apparent. The accepted name
speed of light should be justied latter in the context of electrodynamics
theory.
3. When temporality is assumed, one wonders about synchronizability in the
following sense. In Lorentzian Geometry, a timelike unit vector eld Z is
locally proper time synchronizable (LPTS) if, for any point p, there exist
a function t : U ! R on some neighborhood U of p whose gradiente is
Z; or, equally, when the 1-form ω metrically equivalent to Z is closed,
dω = 0. When only ω ^ dω = 0 holds, Z is called locally synchronizable
(LS); this is equivalent to the fact that the orthogonal distribution to Z
is involutive. It is also equivalent to the local equality ω = −h  dt for
functions h, t (h positive) on U (see, e. g., [10]{Section 2.3). If Z is LPTS
(or just LS), the tangent spaces to the level hypersurfaces of t are the
spaces at rest of the standard observers with the temporal axis spaning
Z (orthogonal distribution to Z). It is not dicult to prove that any
Lorentz manifold is LPTS, in the sense that for any point into the Lorentz
manifold, there is a neighborhood which admits a LPTS timelike unit
vector eld (of course, the neighborhood also admits timelike unit vectors
which are not LPTS). Nevertheless, in a Leibnizian manifold, standard
observers determine directly just one 1-form Ω (up to a sign). Thus, a
unique distribution of spaces at rest, is also determined. So, a Leibnizian
spacetime is said LPTS (resp. LS) when dΩ = 0 (resp. Ω ^ dΩ = 0). Into
the commonly accepted denition of \Newtonian spacetime" one assumes
2the more restrictive assumption can be also accepted ∂ t t˜|p > 0, or temporal orientation.
Under this assumption, the absolute clock 1-form and the ether field are unequivocally defined.
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not only the condition LPTS, but also that Ω is exact (the dierential of
a globally dened \absolute time"). However, if a Leibnizian structure
must be the \limit" of a Lorentzian one, the former is LPTS just for some
cases.
4. Nothing has been noted about how standard observers at two dierent
points can be related {\gravitation" has not been dened yet. Neverthe-
less, for the Lorentzian and Riemannian cases, covariantly constant met-
rics allow the parallel transport of standard observers. When the scale
function, k, is not constant, these connections do not transport standard
observers into standard observers (timelike units must be re-scaled). Nor-
malization holds when the function k is constant on all the manifold. In
this case, changes in the mathematical structures are forbidden, and co-
variantly constant metrics are the prospective spacetime gravitation the-
ories. On the other hand, note that there is not a unique connection
associated to a Leibnizian structure (resp. anti-Leibnizian structure). An
obvious requirement for such a connection is to be Galilean, that is, it must
transport standards observers into standard observers. Regarding S as a
principle ber bundle with associated structural group O(ω)(4,R) (resp.
O(0)(4,R)), a connection on M is Galilean if and only if it comes from a
connection into this bundle. One can check that a Leibnizian structure
supports a symmetric (in the ordinary sense) Galilean connection if and
only if it is LPTS. But in this case the symmetric connection is not unique,
which contrasts with the Lorentzian or Riemannian cases. In the usual
denition for Newtonian spacetime, the existence of a more restrictive
connection is assumed (where a considerable part of the curvature tensor
vanishes (see, e. g., [9]{Box 12.4). Such a connection not necessarily exist
on a general Leibnizian spacetime, even in the LPTS case. The discussion
of the possible connections associated to spacetimes will be tackled in a
future paper.
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